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 I then get a blue screen then the system shuts down. I'm not sure if it is faulty or what. Can anyone tell me how to fix it or what I should do? The blue screen is actually a test screen. As soon as the unit is powered up it scans the RAM and other areas of the unit to make sure everything is OK. It is possible that this is a faulty unit but I would still recommend contacting Megavision to advise on the unit
for repair. Looking at the bottom of the unit there is a warning sticker that the unit should be turned off and a power cable has been attached. The above has been taken from the user manual - might be worth reading through for more information on the unit. I have a Megavision Hybrid Pro-HDD multip-karaoke jukebox. When I turn it on it shows the Megavision screen then shows a screen checking
SDRAM, USB, E2PROM, . I then get a blue screen then the system shuts down. I'm not sure if it is faulty or what. Hi, I also own a Megavision Hybrid Pro-HDD. I bought it a while back. Everything is fine except for when I turn on the computer, it shuts down after a few seconds. I tried some hard resetting but no result. I am really in the process of finding out how to fix it. The computer has black

screen with a green line through the middle of it. The only option I have is to shut down or use a friend's computer. Looking at the bottom of the unit there is a warning sticker 82157476af
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